From the methodological perspective, this paper relies on an investigation of the available reports and factual evidence previously collected by the scholars and representative media of long-running reputation. A sense of balance was maintained between printed publications, including edited books, journal articles, and press articles, and online resources from recognized media agencies. While the study concentrates on the recently published sources, the relatively older publications are referred to so as to confirm the stability of certain historical facts and events. The qualitative aspects of "when" and "how" are crucial to the offered compilation of factual knowledge and opinions.
MUBARAK'S RISE TO POWER AND THE AMERICAN POLICY
The time of Hosni Mubarak's presidency symbolizes two over decades of solid cooperation between Egypt and the United States. It must be remembered that Mubarak's ascension to presidency occurred due to the assassination of his predecessor Anwar Al-Sadat in 1981. At that time, H. Mubarak had already been vice-president and a highly influential political figure involved in multiple international affairs. President Sadat would request Mubarak to attend numerous meetings and conferences featuring leaders of other countries, both within and outside the Arab circle. H. Mubarak's position on the political arena in the region is underlined by various sources already during his vice-presidency. During a conversation of June 23, 1975 , held between Nabil Fahmy, Egyptian Foreign Minister, and the American Ambassador Hermann Eilts, it was overtly expressed that "Mubarak is [...] likely to be a regular participant in all sensitive meetings"; the Ambassador was also advised not to act in opposition to Mubarak due to the fact that he had been personally appointed by Sadat to represent Egypt's business during international meetings (Mubarak: from..., 2011). In another memorandum of a declassified conversation with President Ford and Secretary of State, Henry A. Kissinger, Eilts refers to Mubarak as " [Egyptian] Army's eyes and ears" (Foreign Relations Of The United States, 1969 -1976 .
El Tohamy metaphorizes H. Mubarak's early presidency as "picking up" Sadat's reins, which illustrates the point made in this paragraph -the new president did not revert or void any diplomatic agreements reached earlier, nor did he antagonize the late President Sadat; in fact, Mubarak referred to his predecessor as "hero of war and peace" (El Tohamy, 1981: 2) . A crucial early point signifying H. Mubarak's attitude towards American involvement and interests in the Middle East is marked by his perception of the Camp David Accords from 1978 establishing, among others, peaceful relations between Egypt and Israel. Unlike in the case of Sadat's long-running efforts to restore the Egyptian control of the Sinai Peninsula which got Mubarak's authentic and active support, the new President shared the perspectives of most Arab leaders that the aforementioned Camp David Accords utterly failed to resolve other key issues in the region, notably the Arab-Israeli conflict (ibidem).
The USA, however, allowed H. Mubarak to voice his doubts and criticism without consequences, as he did not actively oppose the American involvement.
Moreover, it is also necessary to consider the fact that at the dawn of the 21 st century Egypt boasted the second largest army in the entire Middle East that was only surpassed in number by Iran. Overall, the country's military potential ranked it as the 13 th military power in the world. Needless to say, the USA perceived Egypt as a crucial partner in the region, and recognized Mubarak as a proven military leader, hence apart from the fact that the Egyptian president was allowed much freedom in his activities, the United States has additionally been supporting Cairo with USD 1.3 billion intended purely for military expenses. This line of support was introduced by President Jimmy Carter following the successful conclusion and signing of the Camp David Accords, and has not been terminated until the present day (Jordan, Pauly, 2007: 158) .
The United States had to adjust to the leader whose rein would rely on cold calculation, pre-planning, unwillingness to improvise and act quickly, and 'controlled' risk taking. Symbolically, Mubarak would not venture to improvise lengthy speeches or oratory performances during diplomatic meetings. This observation may occur to be in apparent contrast to the fact presented earlier that Sadat would regularly appoint Mubarak to represent Egypt during international meetings abroad. El Tohamy clarifies the matter by explaining that Mubarak's role was more of a messenger than a bona fide diplomatic envoy (El Tohamy, 1981: 2) . Thus, what the USA could expect was a strict and calculated leader with moderate skills at foreign diplomacy, and hence oriented towards the control of internal affairs. Thus, while the considerable American contribution to Egypt's military development could be perceived as risky, as in the case of military conflict between Egypt and Israel, the former country would become a powerful enemy, the superpower did not withhold its support, but watched the activities of President Mubarak with incessant attention. According to the previously classified documents available presently via WikiLeaks, the American diplomacy developed a detailed psychological, ideological and even medical portrait of the Egyptian leader to be considered in the process of policy-making (Scobey, 2009). What is more, H. Mubarak was aware of his skills as well as his limitations, thus he would not venture into the unknown regarding both internal and foreign matters. For the nation, the leader appeared as a calm, sober and dignified successor to Sadat. The new president also proved himself as a man of consequence: while he did express his regrets over the tragic repercussions of peace between Egypt and Israel, he held a firm opinion that the restoration of Egyptian rule over the Sinai Peninsula counted as Sadat's most remarkable achievement -Mubarak ensured that the retreating Israeli troops maintain the conditions of the peace treaty, earning respect and increased support among his citizens (ibidem). For America, what stemmed from Egyptian president's political consistency was that partnership with Egypt meant the power to influence the Middle East and the opinions in the Arab world. Jordan and Pauly stress that the impact of Egyptian policy would directly affect other states in the area, whether the political or ideological discourse would be of Islamic or secular nature (Jordan, Pauly, 2007: 158) .
It should be mentioned that before Libya's suspended membership in the Arab League at the onset of the Libyan Civil War, Egypt had been the only state in the region to have been subject to such a suspension. It was directly caused by President Sadat's finalized peace treaty with Israel. However, in 1989, Egypt's rights as a member-state were restored to their full extent; moreover, the League's headquarters moved to their original location in Cairo (ibidem: 168).
The course of events proved highly beneficial for the United States, who could count on their long-time ally to represent the American voice in the League. The advantage was mutual, as Egypt, enjoying its restored and improved position in the region, could secure the inflow of American financial aid.
EGYPT'S EMERGENCE AND DEVELOPMENT AS US STRATEGIC ALLY IN THE MIDDLE EAST
At the dawn of the last decade of the 20 th century, during the first Gulf War Egypt joined the allied coalition against Iraq. In fact, in 1991 Egyptian infantry were some of the first troops to land in the area of north-east Saudi Arabia with the objective of driving Iraqi forces from the occupied Kuwait. The American Government described Egypt's presence in the coalition as crucial in obtaining a wider support among Arab countries, and their active involvement in the liberation of Kuwait. It needs to be stressed that Egypt's participation and its active role in the military campaign was recognized and duly rewarded by the USA within the International Monetary Fund (IMF). According to "The Economist": "The program worked like a charm: a textbook case, says the International Monetary Fund. In fact, luck was on Hosni Mubarak's side; when the US was hunting for a military alliance to force Iraq out of Kuwait, Egypt's president joined without hesitation. After the war, his reward was that America, the Arab states of the Persian Gulf, and Europe forgave Egypt around $20 billion of debt" (The IMF's, 1999).
"The Economist" goes as far as to call Egypt IMF's 'model pupil' -a state whose resultant economic growth could leverage the losses incurred by foreign financial institutions stemming from granted reductions of Egypt's national debt. IMF's local observer confirmed that in 1998 the country no longer required financial 'handicaps' to accelerate its economic growth. What is more, participation in the victorious campaign solidified Egypt's key role in the Middle East. H. Mubarak could continue the economic development of the country that had already begun in the 1980s. Affordable housing options were developed and offered to people; the country also improved its textile industry to offer cheap garments. Citizens were given access to inexpensive local products including pharmaceuticals (The IMF's, 1999) . Thus, to use Neack's terminology, Egypt was no longer a 'client state' of the United States -it was voluntarily a financially supported political and military ally as well as an independent ideological representative (Neack, 2013: 188) .
Mubarak's tendency towards maintaining harmony through tight control could already be observed during his first term as President of Egypt. The leader would closely monitor his subordinates and officials. Ministers could be dismissed whenever they would be accused or suspected of wrongdoing. Members of parliament could be fined for unexcused absences. It is also noteworthy that despite the aforesaid acceptance of the Camp David Accords, H. Mubarak represented the minority of Egyptian officials officially refusing to visit Israel. The politician understood the necessity of maintaining peace, especially following the victory at the east coast of the Suez Canal, and yet he made a solemn vow to assume a 'cold' approach to the normalization of diplomatic relations with Israel (El Tohamy, 1981: 3) .
The United States did not find H. Mubarak to be a threat to their interests in the Arab territories, especially that the Egyptian president continued to underline that his political attitudes would not lead to Egyptian-Israeli tensions or crises in the future. Mubarak did not intend to endanger relations with the USA, as his country was heavy dependent on American aid programs. Furthermore, Egypt hoped that the superpower would increase pressure on Israel to reach a settlement with Palestine.
The lenient and instrumental approach to Egypt during Mubarak's regime led to the negligence of the basic ideals of democracy. This is best illustrated using the words of U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice during a post-9/11 speech:
"We should all look to a future when every government respects the will of its citizens -because the ideal of democracy is universal. For 60 years, my country, the United States, pursued stability at the expense of democracy in this region here in the Middle East -and we achieved neither. Now, we are taking a different course. We are supporting the Second inaugural Address: »America will not impose our style of government on the unwilling. Our goal instead is to help others find their own voice, to attain their own freedom, and to make their own way«" (Kalpakian, 2007: 217) .
The quoted speech represented part of a larger overall strategy referred to as the Middle East Partnership Initiative (MEPI). Ironically, the invasion of Iraq commenced two years later was in no way related to the program. Still, MEPI proved to be an important American step towards improving the relations with the entire Arab League. Compared to the bilaterally beneficial implemental approach to maintaining and developing Egypt's support, MEPI constituted one of the few American initiatives considering the whole region as a socio-political collective sharing a core set of values and beliefs. While Kalpakian admits that the program was not perfect, it was symbolic to the soft edge of the United States policy concentrating on offering aid without altering the institutional culture of the region (ibidem: 217-218).
In the case of Mubarak's regime, though, the situation was different. Egypt had been enjoying substantial financial aid, and its leader was virtually unconstrained to introduce reforms and policy changes -however, the USA decided to turn the blind eye towards Mubarak's evident sway towards authoritarianism and power abuse.
However, H. Mubarak simultaneously attempted to improve, albeit in a rather inconspicuous manner, Egypt's relationship with the Soviet Union and later the post-Soviet Russia -the United States did not oppose, as Egyptian president's intentions were based mostly on economic grounds and aiming to further improve Egypt condition in the region. Hosni Mubarak's predecessor had broken diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union shortly before his assassination, and the current leader found the situation 'unnatural' and simply impractical, considering the economic and technological opportunities (McDermott, 2013: 86) . It must also be remembered that Egypt at that time had considerable military debts to the Soviet Union whose repayment had been halted by President Sadat. Thus, the resultant agreements and established partnerships were of economic nature, not disturbing the dynamics of the cooperation between Egypt and the United States (ibidem).
Considering the state of affairs, and H. Mubarak's achievements for his country throughout the 1980s, it came as no surprise that he was reelected in 1987 for another six-year term. It was also an important message to the United States. According to "The Economist", Mubarak's continuing reins, albeit facilitated through largely undemocratic election process, represented a simple means to preserving political stability in Egypt, and justified maintaining the existing support plans for America's major partner in the Middle East (The IMF's, 1999) .
Financial aid and support offered to Egypt could be considered a safe investment by the United States -not only because Mubarak was a rational and calculating leader, who would not refuse an opportunity to accelerate the internal development of Egypt, in return for political loyalty, but also due to his stance against Islamic fundamentalism. His position against extremism was firm, as demonstrated through numerous failed assassinations attempts that did not cause the president to alter his views (Profile: Hosni, 2014). Instead, H. Mubarak would tighten his grip on the suspected factions in the society. The leader would demonstrate his attitude towards revolutionary religious movements in June 1995. After an attempted assassination -a scheme involving lethal gases and Egyptian Islamic jihadists during H. Mubarak's stay in Ethiopia -Hosni Mubarak allegedly authorized bombings on fundamentalist settlements, plus by 1999 approximately 20,000 individuals associated or supporting the revolutionary Islamic organizations were put in detention.
To understand the lack of reaction on the part of the USA regarding the increasingly violent measures that the Egyptian president would resort to, one needs to understand the development of the American policy towards Egypt over the larger time span. The mutually advantageous cooperation required adjustments and the understanding of strategic objectives. The enduring American relationship with Mubarak' regime illustrates the point very well. At first, after Egypt signed the aforementioned peace treaty with Israel back in 1979, it was rewarded by the United States with significant foreign assistance, both military and financial. The superpower also pledged, albeit in an implicit manner, to support Egypt against any enemies and possible threats: both on domestic land and coming from abroad (Neack, 2013: 190) .
Later, in the final years of the Cold War, Egypt's role was that of an important client state. At the dawn on the 21 st century, the continuing Mubarak's regime gained a wholly new importance to the USA, measured by Egypt's capability of suppressing sources of Islamic fundamentalism. It can be safely assumed that part of the American policy was based on identifying and preventing possible threats to Israel. Particularly, in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, Egypt's partnership proved vital to the USA and its foreign policy, even though various neoconservative factions suggested a more decisive 'forced' promotion of democracy throughout the entire Middle East. The American foreign diplomacy understood the necessity to maintain the convenient status quo, and instead opted to allow Mubarak his freedom to govern Egypt as he willed. His value as a substantial counterweight to militant Islamic organizations remained high and more important than ever before. This attitude was especially true for President George W. Bush's administration characterized by its deepest concerns about maintaining an approach against a vast variety of militarized threats (ibidem).
While Egypt was the first country in the region to join the allied forces during the First Gulf War, Mubarak did not support the military involvement in Iraq in 2003, and generally disagreed with the progress of the campaign. He argued, instead, that solving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict was a matter of a higher priority. Furthermore, the Egyptian president expressed his fear that "a hundred Bin Ladens" would emerge in the aftermath of the conflict, as reported by the CNN (Mubarak warns, 2003) . Towards the end of the American involvement, H. Mubarak would oppose the American plan once again, believing that the immediate withdrawal of the US forces from Iraq would most probably lead to the eruption of chaos, rebellions and reins of anarchy (Egypt: U.S., 2006).
FINAL DAYS OF MUBARAK'S REGIME
Notably, according to the previously classified communiqué later released to the public via WikiLeaks, the US Ambassador Margaret Scobey stated in 2009 that speculative remarks aside, it remained practically unknown who would succeed Mubarak at the position of Egypt's leader in 2011 (Scobey, 2009 ). According to the same report, president's son Gamal Mubarak was at that time considered as the most probably successor. This line of speculation was mentioned in by Awolaja in Nigerian Tribune in the negative light -the journalist described a potential succession of presidency by Gamal Mubarak as nothing but 'hereditary pseudo-monarchy' (Awolaja, 2010) . Foreign observers and governments could merely speculate and consider other possible candidates including chief of intelligence Omar Suleiman (nota bene, the next vice president of Egypt), or Secretary-General of the Arab League Amr Moussa. However, both President Mubarak and his son stated that the multi-candidate system that was already used during the previous election in 2005 introduced more transparency into the political process (Shahine, 2010) .
The ruling National Democratic Party, also nicknamed Mubarak's party (Ray, 2013: 332) , of Egypt initially upheld the information that Hosni Mubarak was to represent the party as the sole candidate during the elections of 2011. Due to the rising social unrest, Mubarak made a public statement that he was not intending to run for another term. The crowd remained unconvinced and unsatisfied with and the protests continued, even after a subsequent statement by Vice-President of Egypt stating that Mubarak's son would not stand in the presidential elections.
It must be underlined that during his multi-term presidency, Mubarak maintained the conditions of the Camp David Accords unaltered. The successfully concluded and long-standing treaty between Egypt and Israel signed in 1978 was brokered by the USA -from this perspective, the Egyptian president proved himself as an honest political partner. In the year to follow, Mubarak would host meetings concentrating on resolving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Considering the evidence provided so far, it must be admitted that in the dialogue between Egypt and the USA, Mubarak was a definite advocate of settling the situation in Israel as a matter of utmost priority to secure peace and stability in the Middle East. The president also personally served as a broker between the sides of the conflict (Sharp, 2009: 43) .
There are more facts indicating the instrumental role of H. Mubarak in the improvement of the Israeli-Palestinian relations. According to Telushkin, H. Mubarak was planning to meet Menachem M. Schneerson, one of the most charismatic orthodox Jewish rabbi, despite the fact that the latter man was not convinced in the sincerity of Mubarak's intentions (Telushkin, 2014: 209) .
Over a decade later, Hosni Mubarak hosted an emergency summit in 2000; the meeting was arranged in Sharm el-Sheikh, where the Israeli and Palestinian party could discuss and settle the issues that would otherwise lead to the escalation of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, especially the rising crises in Israel, Gaza and the West Bank. America was brokering the diplomatic effort with President Clinton present at the summit along Palestinian Chairman Yasser Arafat, Prime Minister Ehud Barak from Israel, King Abdullah of Jordan. The meeting was also attended by NATO Secretary General Javier Solana, and United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan (Bregman, 2002: 213) .
With American security interests deeply involved in the Middle East, Egypt's support was crucial. Sufficient to state that President Clinton had, by that time, invested seven years of his two-terms making considerable efforts to restore peace between the conflicting parties. Should the skirmishes that began in 2000 erupt into an all-out war, the hitherto achievements would most probably be unraveled and void. The matter could be considered urgent in light of the fact that the summit took place only months before the end of Clinton's second term. Thus, containing the conflict at its onset as well as preserving the possibility to negotiate a future peace treaty were of importance to both Egypt, intending to strengthen its position in the region as a political broker, and the United States.
Despite the gradually developing unrest in Egypt, H. Mubarak continued to be involved in the activities of the Arab League, where he supported efforts of other Arab leaders to attain political stability and lasting peace in the entire region. For instance, during the Beirut Summit held on March 28, 2002, the league decided to adopt the Arab Peace Initiative -a plan to gradually bring the Arab-Israeli conflict to an end (The Arab Peace Initiative, 2002) . Several years later, in June 2007, President Mubarak hosted another summit meeting at Sharm el-Sheik, while in 2008, Egypt brokered a pause in hostile activities between Israel and Hamas (Gutkin, 2008) .
According to Ray, even during the final days of H. Mubarak's regime, his party stressed the important position of Egypt for the world, especially the USA -a cooperation formed and sustained thanks to H. Mubarak's continued efforts (Ray, 2013: 332) . The politicians urged the crowd to cease protests and demonstrations allegedly instigated by the opposition, including Muslim Brotherhood, as the destabilization of the situation in Egypt could disrupt the flow of material aid offered by the USA for at least three decades propelling the economic development in the country. Interestingly, American diplomacy did not oppose Mubarak's 'extended' presidency as it provided a sense of continuity to the American-Egyptian cooperation. When asked whether the Egyptian president should relinquish his power Vice President Joe Biden stated as follows:
Note how the quoted excerpt clashes ideologically with Rice's statement presented earlier in this paper. In contrast, Biden's assertion voices a covert appeal of the skewed image of internal, domestic business-driven American Democracy. Clearly, the quoted fragment points to the pragmatism of the American policy towards Egypt. What was implied was that as a regime supporting the U.S. guidelines concerning its foreign policy aims was automatically deemed 'democratic'. Egypt had been a partner of unique strategic importance -it was geared towards maintaining peace with Israel, a state strongly supported by the USA. By losing the 'soft' diplomatic grip on the North African country, it would become considerably more difficult for the United States to provide Israel with sufficient support leading to potential domestic problems (Ray, 2013: 332) .
Thus, H. Mubarak's eventual resignation saved America the problem of support in Egypt divided between practical implications and the concept of democracy whose presence had been diminishing in Egypt with each new year of Mubarak's reins.
* * *
The relations between Egypt and the USA during Hosni Mubarak's regime are marked by continuity and varying degrees of commitment. Despite considerable financial rewards delivered by the United States in return for Egypt's prompt assistance during the First Gulf War, the superpower could not count on similar enthusiasm during the second military campaign in Iraq-Egypt did not condemn American actions, but antagonized the resolutions made prior to and following the invasion.
In general, the American policy towards Egypt within the analyzed timeframe is based on a diplomatic trade -Egypt agreed to play the role of a peace-keeping state in the Middle East supporting activities that could facilitate maintaining peace between Israel and the Arab states. In return, the USA offered financial aid and help during negotiations aiming to reduce Egypt's debts abroad.
It is difficult to state precisely, to what extent Egypt was diplomatically 'vasalized' by the United States under the pretence of spreading democracy in the region. The problem of the USA consisting in adjusting its foreign policy to its domestic or 'national' interest is not a new phenomenon. History had previously witnessed the hasty recognition of the state of Israel in 1948, the prolonged intensive efforts of almost every American president to become involved in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, and opposition to military development in Iran -a chief and one of the most powerful enemy to Israel (Ray, 2013: 335) .
As far as the portrait of H. Mubarak as a cooperating leader is concerned, the dark vision of his yielding to the will of the American government could be attributed to his lust for material profit, as evident through multiple accusations of corruption and embezzlement. From such a perspective, the Egyptian leader could be viewed as an opportunist ally. However, one can also point to the fact that by participating in innumerable key events, meetings, and summits in the region as well as hosting them, brokering agreements and treaties, and taking an active part at the American side, allowed Egypt to rise through the ranks of Middle Eastern and North African states.
To bring the subject to a close, Egypt has fit well into the American policy of unipolarity in international politics. In a model of distribution of power, where one powerful state exerts most of the total cultural, economic, as well as military influence, Egypt received 'special' treatment, so to speak, as did the country's controversial leader who managed to maintain his office as President for multiple terms. In Neack's words, unipolarity as a permanent characteristic of American foreign policy is not likely to change diametrically. Obama's administration no longer considers the idea of other powers rising as a threat to the USA -an approach that might, in theory, diminish the role of Egypt and the significance of the offered aid (Neack, 2013: 190) .
In fact, it can be speculated that if George W. Bush's administration had been in charge during the time of Arab Awakening as it hit Tahrir Square in January 2011, President Mubarak could count on the previously guaranteed American support. The United States would likely opt to defend their strategic partner to counterweight the threat of militant Islam, also as part of the global War on Terror. However, Obama's administration found the possibility of Mubarak's regime being overthrown as an insufficient concern to mobilize a military support (ibidem).
i wspieranie mediacji pokojowych. W zamian za aktywn¹ postawê proamerykañsk¹, Egipt móg³ liczyae na znaczn¹ pomoc ekonomiczn¹, aby rozwijaae istniej¹cy, uznany potencja³ militarny oraz rozbudowywaae struktury cywilne.
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